I want to sincerely thank you for your efforts and guidance during your review course. I ended up with a
248/99 on the exam and was just recently accepted as a transfer student from AUA into Northeastern
Ohio Medical University's 3rd year class! None of this would have been possible without your help!

I considered myself a pretty good student during med school and was generally a good test taker,
however, my confidence and approach to exams and clinical medicine reached an unbelievable level in a
short amount time under your guidance. Your focus on understanding concepts rather than blindly
memorizing has helped me tremendously. It is truly the only way that I was able to take so much
information into the exam and not be worried about a memory lapse. Additionally, your style of
communication and approachability made it very easy to learn and I was never intimidated to ask
questions or seek extra help. Finally, your commitment to your students is something that is rarely seen
in academics. Your extra efforts and drive to deliver value to the student with every interaction is, in my
opinion, what sets your course apart from any other type of board review.

The icing on the cake for me was the USMLE world course. I was at a tremendous advantage having
already gone through USMLE world in an organized fashion plus annotations into my First Aid. It
afforded me the ability to focus on timed blocks and do mixed question banks to better prepare for the
exam. This also allowed me to complete additional test banks that I may not have done if I wasn't
already comfortable with USMLE world.

Once again, thank you for everything. I am absolutely confident in recommending your program to
other medical students and will gladly help you reach other medical students in need if there is anyway
that I can help.

Sincerely,

Chirag Dave

